SARK IS AN UNMISSABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR CRIMINALS PROTECTED BY MICHAEL BEAUMONT’S LAWS

All criminals look for opportunity and the Crown Dependency of Sark represents an opportunity that is unmissable for criminals and fraudsters like Craig Tuck alias Lord de Chanson alias Roland Lybird because on Sark those involved in criminal activities are protected by Michael Beaumont’s laws.

With no Customs or border control and with neighbouring Guernsey’s professional police force needing Michael Beaumont’s permission to enter the Island, criminals coming to Sark are safe in the knowledge that they are free to come and go, no questions asked. And more so if they, like Mr Tuck / de Chanson, are involved in Sark’s black economy of unregulated financial activities and act as a link between local Island operators and the outside world - in which case they will, like convicted fraudster Craig Tuck, be welcomed to the Island as a valuable asset.

Imagine if on mainland UK or in Guernsey there were two square miles of private property owned by a private individual onto which the police is only allowed by special invitation from the owner; two square miles with no border control and no professional policing, where anyone can come and go as they like. Where there is no company register, no need for presenting accounts, no regulation of any kind where anyone can set up a “company” and launder money to their hearts’ content, safe in the knowledge that no one can or will interfere. Sark is two lawless, privately owned square miles where international laws and regulations are blatantly disregarded whilst the territory’s owner and members of his totalitarian one ruling party government, with the help of a convicted criminal, enrich themselves by providing unregulated and unlawful “offshore financial services”.

In spite of The Sark Newsletter reporting on the criminal activities of Craig Tuck, a career criminal, there has been no attempt by Guernsey’s Financial Services Commission, Guernsey’s professional police force or, for that matter, Sark’s amateur Constables, to investigate Mr Tuck’s activities or ascertain what happened to the two large suitcases full of documents that he left behind when he had to leave Sark in a hurry at his most recent visit.

There has been no attempt by any law enforcement authorities to investigate what Mr Tuck’s connection is with his close Sark neighbours the Harkers or with members and leaders of Sark’s one ruling party such as Michael Beaumont, Anthony Ventress, Bertha Cole, Wendy Kiernan, Paul Williams or the Magell family and their Dixcart Trust, the enormous and profitable offshore financial services organisation that, despite operating out of Sark, has removed its Sark address from its website.
One can only conclude that serial fraudster Craig Tuck has Michael Beaumont’s full approval for his activities in the British Crown Dependency of Sark; that his presence as a dominating force in Sark’s black economy is welcomed by the feudal lord who, courtesy of his Crown Lease, not only owns but is the Island’s laws.

Indeed, why does Guernsey allow UK residents like Craig Tuck, who only uses Guernsey as a stepping stone to reach Sark, to carry Guernsey number plates on his fleet of luxury cars?

And why does Sark, two square miles of rock with a resident population of less than 500, need two high street banks - how can there demand for such extensive banking services when the Island’s open economy has collapsed, local businesses go bankrupt, there is widespread unemployment and on-going de-population? What other explanation can there be than the existence of a large and thriving black economy operated by unscrupulous fraudsters like Craig Tuck and his associates in and out of Sark’s administration and government?

**SARK IS A BRITISH CROWN DEPENDENCY**